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Both the ‘Tech Points’ by Bill Lancaster
and back issues of the Town Sedan Times,
TSC newsletter are available via the order
form on page 20 this issue.
‘Tech Points’, as published by the TSC, is a
booklet containing material from11of Bill
Lancaster’s seminars. Bill Lancaster, of
much renown, is highly recognized and
respected for his TS knowledge.

Tech points is
available in either
unbound paper copy
or soft copy CD.

The TSC is
spotlighting
the 2003 TST
issue.
See Frank
Gemmel, TSC
Treasurer
and his nice
wife, Janice,
pictured with
their 155-D
in Ladis
Castle,
Austria.

All 4 qtrs are available for each
1996 - 2006 TST’s, as unbound
paper copies or as a CD set.
The set also includes the
exciting TSC reactiviation
issues: July 2011 & Fall 2011.
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Technical Topics Covered - Back Issue listing has owner's names /cars stories
Inaugural issue. Purpose of Club and 1996 Goals.
Town Sedan Club History. 3+ pages of 1929-1931 Town Sedan facts.
Engine Overheating Causes. 1931 SW Briggs identifiers and TS Skeletal view
Maroon as a 1929 Town Sedan Color and Dry Rot Wood Repair
Inside Door Handles. Production numbers.
Rear View Mirror Bracket.
Reaming Replacement Upper Steering Column Bushing.
Winter Gas/Alcohol Separation. Making a 1929 Cowl Band. Town Sedan Curtains.
1931 S/W Rear Bumpers
Engine oil discussion-detergent vs nondetergent & member's Butler finish tip
Model A Fords Lubricants and Lubrication Part 2
Model A Ford Lubricants and Lubrication Part 3
Bracing Window Channel to prevent glass breakage on a 1929 Briggs Town Sedan
Metal Stitching for repairing cracked engine blocks
Roof Drip Moldings
Lancaster MARC Meet Trip, Rick Schultz’s Murray TS, & Winter Storage Tips.
Restoration tips make life easier. Bending replacement rain gutters.
Body Serial Numbers.
1929 and 1930 Town Sedan Robe Cord Bracket location
1929 Town Sedan Gas Tank Felt Pad.
Murray Body Tags.
Window Garnish Trim Molding.
1931 S/W Town Sedan facts.
Front Right Door Lock.
Restoration Tips for the "Driver" Car
Bearing Cleaning Tips
Bill Lancaster's June 1980 Model A Discussion: Murray and Briggs differences
Modifying the Front Floor Board to vertical 2 Piece.
Diagram of Upper and lower body, reveals, belt and sill moldings and exterior colors
Briggs and Murray Differences. Body to Frame Bolt Finishes, list and locations.
Town Sedan Glass. Production Figures.
Installing Seat Belts in 1930 Murray Town Sedan.
Town Sedan Curtains. Town Sedan Rear View Mirrors.
Guide for Correct Interior Molding Finishes.
Model A Frame Spreader. Pictures of new wood installed in 1929 Murray Town Sedan.
Town Sedan Leaf Spring Restoration.
Making Model A Wood Screw holes smaller. Description of 1930-31 Two-Window Briggs.
1931 160-B Features Described. SS/Chrome Care. 1930 TS Door Locks. 155 TS Sill Plates.
Sill Plate Update. Cowl Lights' Purpose. 160-B Survey Results. Town Sedan Overheating.
More Town Sedan Overheating Causes. More 160-B Results. 1929 Town Sedan Gas Caps.
1931 160-B (rear sill plates). 1929 TS Gas Cap Follow-up. Rex Auto Roller label print.
WWII Gas Rationing Stickers. 1929 Murray Body Serial Plate and Medallion locations.
Phillips and Robertson Screws
1931 S/W Rebuilt Window Regulators.
Club Reactivation. Installing the Rebuilt Wiper Motor. Dan & Lisa Gambill’s 1929 TS.
TSC Meeting. 1929, 1930 and. 1931 TS Pictorials. Pop-out Rebuilding w/Cal Allan. Foot Rail.
Town Sedan Times Paper Copy Reprints above: $2.50 ea.
First as Magazine-24 pp: Bill Alanen’s First Car & Starting a Model A at -40, Bob Wimsett’s
Model A Tricks, Robert Martin’s Dome Light Rewiring, Brush’s Throttle linkage Work, John
Cook’s Technical Series begins, Marjie Thompson’s Curtain fabric, Original Town Sedan with Red
Engine, Larry Kaiser’s Original 1930 155-C, Jack Fink’s S/W Celebrates 80 Years:
$7.50 ea.
Bill Lancaster Tech Points - 11 Town Sedan Technical Articles-Paper Copy: $15 ea.
Town Sedan Times, ‘96-06 & 2011 CD set: $30. TST CD set w/Tech Points: $37.50
Club Membership Roster, As of December 31, 2011: $2.50 ea.
Membership: $12 per Calendar Year
Postage and Handling: $5
Make checks payable to: Town Sedan Club & mail to address on reverse side - Total

$ Amount

From The Driver’s Seat
By Dan Gambill, President
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From the Driver’s Seat
The Editor’s Perspective
TSC Meetings-Update
TSC Gives Appreciation

There are so many perks to my
serving as president, editor,
writer and membership chair. Technical Article Contest Announcement
The recent perk was attending
the Pomona Valley Model A
Ford Meet to promote the TSC,
hand out fliers, photograph TS'
meet TS owners and a prior
TSC member, who had their
TSC hat in the back seat!
So many stories. We met folks
who have traveled the world in
their TS's. Lisa and I were so
inspired. Please see the article
and pictures on page 14.

The Editor’s Perspective

INSIDE THIS ISSUE

Town Sedan Times Format
We’ve had a lot of feedback on
the TST's new format.
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Patti Jones Fashion article:
'The Well Dressed Model A Man'
Mail and Classifieds

15
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Printing is $6.50/issue, so, to
offset, we’ll promote sales of
TSC publications, T-Shirts, hats
and other cool items. Watch
for them at the meetings.
I am also learning more about
publishing to save costs and
improve our club magazine.
Did you know magazine pages
are really 4 - 8.5" x 11" pages
on 1 - 11 x 17 - If 1 of the 4 is
color, then the higher 'color'
printing charge is for all. So, I
am managing paging. See if
you notice the difference.

President's role:
16
I see my role as one of
Feb 1972 'A Few Town Sedan Facts'
17
continued on page 2
stewardship, to retain and
Model A Ford Town Sedan Club form
18
grow the TSC informative
MARC and MAFCA Membership forms
19
TSC Gives Appreciates to
BC
materials and also to formalize TSC 2012 Meeting Announcement flier
the Following People!
this organization, developing a
The TSC expresses tremendous appreciation to
set of guiding bylaws and more deeply review IRS
the following people for their support! Thank you:
requirements for 501©(7) - All for more club
permanence - There are still many people finding
Carol Healy, MARC Director of Regions was kind to
mention TSC in her Mar-Apr 2012 MAN column.
unrestored TS's and looking for information just
as when I found the inactive TSC. Of course, we
Both she and Walter are good people - I recently
all enjoy celebrating our TS’s! Dan
spoke with them re club TSC publication advice.

Update - 2012 Town Sedan Club Meetings
The TSC has scheduled meeting dates:

Ken Ehrenhoffer, Acting Technical Chairman,
MARC, mentioned the TSC in his Technical Q & A.

National MARC Meet - Oshkosh, WI
8 - 9:30 am, Friday, June 15, 2012.

Both she and Ken are very good supportive people.

National MAFCA Meet - Marquette, MI
9 - 10:30 am, Friday, June 22, 2012.
The MARC meeting is listed in the registration
acknowledgement letters and in the recent Model
A News. It wasn't listed in the registration form.
The MAFCA meeting is on the registration form

Bob Barker, MARC VP, agreed for TSC fliers to be
included in the Membership Meet's Goody Bags.
Jim Spawn, Restorer Editor, approved use of prior
'Restorer' articles for future TST inclusion and
provided some cool TS pictures - Watch for them.

.

I’m looking forward to a big turnout at both More pictorials and stories for the TST and
especially, TS Owners!
What a group!
Spring 2012

Helen Ehrenhoffer, Editor, MAN was most kind to
include a bolded notice in the Mar-Apr 2012 MAN.

Patti Jones, emailed 3 fashion articles for the TSC.
It took just a call…Most kind and supportive.
Support provides enthusiasm for further projects.
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Editor’s Perspective continued from page 1:
We are actively recruiting pictures of all TS
models. The more each model is studied, more
they become intriguing and alive! - Thank you all
who have sent pictures stories and technical
articles - See the technical article contest award
winners below.
See also Bill Gordon’s window regulator repair
article on page 11 and John Cook's article on page
8 for his continuing series - both in this issue.
I also want to thank my neighbors, Rich and
Raeann Dompier for proofreading the TST drafts.
After 5 full 2-day weekends (ave.) writing the TST
it is difficult to catch all the nuances in each issue.
Please make copies and distribute the meeting
notice on the inside back cover. We want a big
turnout - more pictures and stories!! Lisa's right,
all have an interesting story, esp., with a TS.
Please send comments and suggestions.

Dan G.

Technical Article Contest Award Winners!
It was difficult to choose the best article, so, I
picked up another Cal autographed CD!
The winners are:
Robert Martin for 'Dome Light Rewiring' and
Bill Gordon for 'S/W Window Regulator Repair'.
Cal's autographed CDs are soon on their way!
Thank you for your submittals!

Werner Langenbach’s other leadership position’s
lead to TSC Presidential retirement fall of 2011.
Jan Langenbach served as TST Editor, 1996-2006,
earning MAFCA's Best Special Interest Group
Newsletter '99, '00, '01 & '04 and MARC's
Newsletter of Excellence Certificate '97-'02 & '04 .
The TSC became inactive in 2007 and reactivated
in 2011 with Dan Gambill , then Vice-President.
2012 Board members:
President
Dan Gambill
Vice-President Lisa Gambill
Treasurer
Frank Gemmell
Bill Alanen
Secretary
Technical Dir.
Roger Brush

Phone
520-421-1108
520-421-1108
480-860-0240
602-616-8536
480-688-0023

Meeting Minutes:
No meetings since last quarter.
Treasurer and Past Events Reports :
Performance and Accountability Report - page 3.
Calendar of Events:
TSC Meeting, 8-9:30 am, Friday, June 15, 2012 of
National MARC Meet in Oshkosh, WI. Please refer
to the MARC’s Model A News and flier this issue.
TSC Meeting , 9-10:30 am. Friday, June 22, 2012 of
National MAFCA Meet in Marquette, MI. Please
refer to the registration in the “Restorer”.
New for 2012! TSC Outreach materials for short
presentations at local club meetings or events.

TSC Organizational information:
The TSC started in May, 1970, as the 1929 Town
Sedan Club with Maurice Golding, President until
1978 and Don Arner, Editor until 1978. Don
wrote many articles in the monthly newsletter.
Bill Lancaster, who, joined in 1975, wrote many
articles (See Tech Points on inside cover),
continued the club’s operation, performed
extensive Town Sedan research and conducted
many national-meet presentations.
The 1929TSC became a MAFCA SIC in Oct 1974
and MARC SIR in April 1995 when it became the
TSC and was expanded to all 3 years of TS
production, effective with consensus reached at
the National St. Charles Meet in 1995.
Spring 2012

Bill served as Director when Werner Langenbach
assumed club operation as President 1996-2011.

If interested, please contact Dan Gambill at
Email: TownSedanClub@Hotmail.com.
National Club Membership forms:
TSC is affiliated as a Special Interest Group with
both MAFCA and MARC. This privilege stipulates
TSC members must also be national’s members.
See page 19 for the national’s membership forms.
Announcement Flier
The 2012 meeting announcement flier is page 20.
Please distribute as widely as possible.
Membership Dues - Calendar Year
Dues for 2012 are $12. Dues will be $15 for 2013.
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Winter -end 2012 Town Sedan Club Performance and Accountability Report
By Dan Gambill, President

The Model A Ford Town Sedan Club (TSC) continues to experience great response with many new
members who are finding unrestored TS’. TSC’s reactivation remains consistent with the historical
purpose, coverage and goals. The TSC’s purpose, “Dedicated to the Preservation of the Model A Ford
Town Sedan” is supported by the goal: Represent all 1929-1931 Model A Ford Town Sedans. Related
activities are: club meetings, TST publication (technical and celebratory TS stories), maintain TST and
“Tech Points” reprint availability. Added is the new goal of TSC stewardship.
Club stewardship is the establishing/formalizing an organization with articles of incorporation, bylaws,
and board policies manual. Stewardship of club materials means securing club artifacts, publications,
developing new informational guidance and creating same in electronic formats for better retention
and lower member pricing. All these things are on the slate of actions to be performed and are worked
with the activities of managing new memberships (each member receives a personalized welcome
package), quarterly TST development and publication, pursuing opportunities to grow (for example,
the Laughlin meet attendance - See this issue), and other outreach activities.
Membership continues to grow and with it, my personal goal to constantly create value such as the new
publication format, features and scheduling the2012 meetings. Watch for increasingly more value...

Winter 2012 TSC Accomplishments
TSC Membership grew to 83 by April 30, 2012.
36 in 2011 - paid thru 2012. 17 of the 36 paid thru 2013.
26 new memberships Jan - April, 2012. 6 were members before 2011 reactivation. 6 paid thru 2013.
19 Members renewed. 6 paid thru 2013.
Two members haven't renewed for 2012 (One of which, subsequently renewed in May.)
1 Club magazine was published (Spring TST will be reflected as Spring accomplishment).
28 TST reprints have been mailed per sales order.
1 'Tech Points by Bill Lancaster' reprint has been mailed per sales order.
1 2011 Year-end Roster has been mailed per sales order.
2 Club meetings were scheduled and arrangements made.
Dan Gambill, TSC President
Model A Ford Town Sedan Club
Model A Ford Town Sedan Club
Statement of Financial Position
Statement of Operations
As of April 30, 2012
For the Year ended April 30, 2012
Cash - Beginning
$ 641.08 Revenue:
2012 Memberships
$ 648.00
Deposits-Has Larry’s $50
$ 819.50
TST/Tech Points Reprints
84.50
Donations-Dan for printing
581.12 $1,400.62
Donations
632.12 $1,364.62
Disbursements
$1,219.62
Total Revenue
Cash - Ending
$822.08
Inventory - Winter 2012 TST's
$167.03
Total Assets
$989.11 Expenses:
Printing-TST & Reprints
$ 631.95
Total Liabilities
Supplies
197.18
Deferred Revenue- 2013 Memberships
$ 36.00
Postage
219.46
Net Position
Canadian Exchange Fee
4.00 $1,052.59
Beginning Balance
$ 641.08
Net Inc. from Operations
$ 312.03
Cumulative Results from Operations
$ 312.03
$953.11 Net Income from Operations
Total Liabilities and Net Position
$989.11
_________________________________

__________________________

‘These Statements have not been audited or reviewed’
Spring 2012
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Model A Ford Town Sedan Club Announcements
Facebook Page
The TSC Facebook page
continues to receive meager
traffic. It includes a brief history
and the membership and order
forms. You may like-Check it out.
Web Page
This is an action item for which I
haven’t yet addressed and I am
unaware of costs. At this time,
the magazine has generated a lot
of responses. We will have to see
if the response translates into
membership and other revenue
or it may have to revert back to a
10 page newsletter.
Anyone interested in helping out
on a new website, please contact
Dan Gambill at Email:
TownSedanClub@Hotmail.com
Research
This is another action item that
hasn’t received much progress.
As a reminder, Benson Ford has
been contacted in the quest to
have engineering drawings for
use restricted to members only.
Prices for public distribution of
the historical engineering
drawings and releases are more.
Please let me know if there are
projects that you're interested.
1929 Town Sedan Club
Reminder: Anyone who has
1929 TSC hats, stationary, Tshirts, newsletters, pins, shirts,
or other materials, please
consider donating them to the
TSC for club stewardship and
safekeeping. Alternatively, items
may be put on loan for copying,
etc. for future TSC use & member
benefit.
Spring 2012

Town Sedan Club
We are still actively searching
for previously available TSC
items to use as examples and
duplicate.
If anyone has TSC T-Shirts, hats,
stationary, buttons, etc., please
consider donating or loaning for
making authentic copy for future
availability.
TSC Meetings
The 2 - 2012 club meetings are
scheduled as follows:
Friday, June 15, MARC Meet.
Friday, June 22, MAFCA Meet.
Please bring your Town Sedans
for a good turnout, first ever TSC
calendar and more importantly,
opportunity for future TST
pictorials.
We all enjoy looking over TS

features and details...

Town Sedan Club Goal and
Objectives
Reminder: The TSC maintains
its goal: “Preservation of the
Model A Ford Town Sedan”.
Reactivation has 3 Objectives:
1. Ensure proper stewardship
of club resource materials,
2. Increase availability of the
3. TSC resource information,
4. Promote/celebrate the Town
Sedan’s uniqueness.
Activities for these objectives
include: Club mtgs, newsletters,
promoting TSC, web presence,
continued research and seeking
out all things Town Sedan for
club retainage and member use.
Town Sedan Times

Town Sedan Club Materials for
Local Meetings
TSC presentations for member
use at local meetings are being
developed and consist of a
presentation and handouts.
Presentations will be useful to TS
folks who are unaware of the
existence of the informative TSC
material - specific to TS’.
If interested in making a TSC
presentations, please email
Dan Gambill at:
TownSedanClub@Hotmail.com.
Also, every effort will be made
for TSC attending local meetings
as invited - Lisa likes to travel.
Fashion
Please see Patti Jone's article on
page 15 this issue. We're very
proud and appreciative for her
quick & full-of-quality, submittal.
It just took a phone call request…

Club Membership Roster, Town
Sedan Times and ’Tech Points’
The 2011 year-end roster is
available and only sold to TSC
members. Copies are sent to
MARC and MAFCA.
Bill Lancaster’s ‘Tech Points’ (11
of Bill's TS seminars presented at
past national meets) and the
prior 11 years of TST are now
available on CD.
Please see the order form inside
this TST issue's front cover.
Hats and T-Shirts
Our Vice-President has taken a
TSC hat, loaned by TSC Bill
Alanen, to a vendor for pricing!!
4

Frank and Janice Gemmell's 1930 Briggs 155-D Town Sedan
Frank and Janice Gemmell are two of the nicest folks you'll meet.
Besides serving as the TSC's Treasurer and providing much moral
support and guidance, Frank has a very nice 155-D. The Gemmell's
have their TS set up to be a driver and drive it, they have, having
previously, been on the cover of the Jan 2003 TST, pictured in
Ladis Castle, Austria with their TS. I have also seen them on Ford
Barn during last year's TS trip to New Zealand. They've gone
places in their 155-D. They are an inspiration to us all!
The Gemmel's TS story related by Frank:
Soon after my retirement in 1998, my friend, Bill Hochgraef, offered
to loan me one of his Model A’s for a trip to the Baja. Being a bit
reluctant to borrow a car, I decided I better get one of my own.
I found a solid late 31 Standard coupe that had spent its life in NM and AZ translated, that means no
serious rust. It ran well, but, was a bit shabby having undergone a very limited fix-up. While in the Baja
drinking Margaritas on the steps of a Mexican hotel and overlooking several great Model A’s, I remarked
that I was going to start a real restoration when I returned home. “Don’t do it", one of my new Model A
friends said. “You have a car to drive, a lot to learn and too many cars get started and never finished. If
you want to restore a car, get another one and you can continue driving”.
I was a virgin with some latent mechanical skills, but, knew
very little about the Model A. I found a project car, a 1930
Briggs Town Sedan in pieces. Restoration had started at
least 10 years earlier and in fact, the car, in pieces, had
changed hands 3 times before I got it. The body had almost
no rust, been stripped and primered, before it languished for
years. It had only minor surface rust. Included in the kit,
was a rolling chassis, two engines, one bare block (new
babbitt) with matching numbers to the Briggs and one
complete engine. There was also the LB interior kit shipped
to a previous owner in 1988 and boxes of parts, many of which, I could not identify. It turns out, the car
changed hands three times while in boxes - It had acquired many parts and lost a few.
I started anyway with considerable advice from Samuel Guthrie of Arizona Model A LLC, and many
others that I met upon joining the Model A Restorers Club of Arizona (MARCA). About this time, friend
Bill, told me about a trip to Europe in September 2001 with the Model A Touring Club. Now, I had a firm
goal, as my wife Janice and I wanted one of those “trips of a lifetime”!
The original engine block was sent to Bill Vogelsang, APD Products, for a complete rebuild. I went
through the chassis, including new cast iron brakes and a Mitchell Overdrive - We planned to tour…
With help from a nephew, I fitted the body, performed a bit of body work, none too complicated - New
sill and top wood had already been fitted before I bought the car and the body wood was in good shape.
I assembled the complete car making
adjustments and fitting all parts before
sending it out for paint. I disassembled
the body parts and reassembled the
finish painted parts at the paint shop.
With help, I did the bolt-on’s after
paint and installed the LB upholstery.
Spring 2012
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The car was completed in May 2001 in time for its maiden run to my first regional event, ‘The Mid-West
Regional’, in Breckenridge, CO.
50 Model A’s were shipped to Basel Switzerland for the 2001 Model A Touring Club Tour. Three weeks
and approximately 1,500 miles took us to Germany, Austria, Northern Italy and back to Switzerland,
basically, following the Alps that divide those countries. The trip was ‘Fantastic!’ The locals were
interested and very helpful, especially, since we were there on 9/11/01.
Now, I was really hooked. Since then, we've driven extensively in Australia, New Zealand, Alaska and
Canada, along with many long distance US trips, including several regional/national meets both MAFCA
& MARC. So far, the TS has taken us over 50K miles, shows a bit of wear and tear, but, no plans to retire.
Along the way, a '39 transmission, F150 steering and radial 16 inch tires and a
counterbalanced, inserted engine have been added to enhance the touring
characteristics. All modifications were made without extra holes or changes to
the vehicle and can be easily restored to original condition if the next owner
desires. I do plan however, to drive it for many years.
The TS has introduced us to 100’s of folks all around the world that I would not
have discovered, except, by owning and driving the terrific Model A.
And finally, in addition to the Town Sedan with a few road dings and bruises,
the garage is shared by my first car, the 31 Standard Coupe - finally, fully
restored in 2011 after having been off the road for 4 years

Briggs and Murray Differences:

Frank Gemmell

Modern carb & distributor

I looked forward to this shoot for 2 reasons. The first was to accompany Frank's story and the second, it
was a chance to detail shoot a Briggs, describe and revel in the differences - This is a fine example of a TS
with all the Briggs features.
Briggs have many distinguishing
features, in addition to the usual
TS features:
The Briggs top window
openings are more squared.
The quarter window and back windows are wider and have double
step window reveals on both the front and rear doors.
Above: Larger rear window.

Briggs doors do not have the moulding as a part of the lower door
and notice, the unique roll of the rear apron.
The Murray's doors and windows have only a single lip. The
rear window is narrower and the rear door is narrower than
the front.

Above: Squared windows and
double-step reveal.
Below: The moulding is not part
of the lower door, but the body.

The TS differences are amazing in how they
make us revel in their uniqueness - Both are
quite distinguishing and stylish.
Of course, all TS's are elegant - each with
striking body lines!
Left:
Unique
Thank you, Frank and Janice.
apron.
Spring 2012
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Mr and Mrs John Payne’s ‘Sonny’, their 1930 Murray Town Sedan
By John Payne
We had been looking for a 2 door sedan when we found this 1930 4 door advertised in a magazine I get
twice monthly. We called the number and drove up to check the car out. When arriving, we saw that
the owner had parked the car in his driveway - My wife said, “It’s a Murray!” before I could stop my
truck. She had educated herself on these Model A’s.
Upon looking at the car and talking to the owner, we found things that needed changing, including the
upholstery - It was the incorrect fabric and someone had done a terrible job putting it on. Since, I am
retired from upholstery, we knew that would not be a problem. The car was lacking little odds and
ends, but, the engine sounded good.

“We made a deal on this

1930 4 door Deluxe Town
Car Sedan Murray.”
We were to pick it up during Memorial week-end
2010. Luck would have it, a young girl ran a stop
sign, the day we were to tow our baby home. We
called the owner. He was nice enough to hold the
car until the last week in June - at which time we
rented a U-Haul/truck - Mine was still in the shop.
We brought our sedan down the mountain to its
new home. It was like saying “Thank you”, for rescuing me from the chop shop - The man told us,
someone wanted to hotrod ‘Sonny’ .
We have enjoyed driving and making some changes. Presently, we are re-upholstering the inside with
brown mohair and attempting to repaint the moulding around the windows and dash. As it is, the guy
had painted it black-spotted. FYI, We need moulding that goes underneath the back windows. If anyone
has or knows where we can find any, please let us know.

"So far, we have enjoyed driving in parades, taking
short trips, researching to learn more about our TS."
We (including our grandsons) are looking forward to spring, so, our Model A can get back on the road
again. Our grandsons are ready soon as they hear the engine running and backing out of the garage.
They say the back seat rides like a Cadillac...Thanks, John Payne

S/W Sedan 160 A, B, C Differences
The Nov/Dec 2003 'Restorer' contained an article,
'160 Series S/W Sedans' by Bruce Davis (See
Summer 2012 TST-Jim Spawn, 'Restorer' Editor
approved).
Bruce, via return April 19, 2012 email, sent the
following recap:
160-A, Standard Fordor Sedan: The 160-A
Standard Fordor Sedan has NO cowl lights, NO
arm rests and had a Round Dome light just over
the back of the front seat with an Internal switch.
See the Judging Standards for color and
upholstery options.
Spring 2012

160-B, Town Sedan: The 160-B HAS cowl lights
and an oval Dome light just over the rear window
with the switch in the passenger side center door
post. Rear arm rests were included as was upscale
color and upholstery options.
160-C, Deluxe Fordor Sedan: The 160-C DeLuxe
Fordor Sedan had all of the same features and
options of the Town Sedan. The absence of rear
Quarter windows gave the 160-C a distinctive
elegant look.
All S/W Sedans had internal sun visors. Because of
supply problems, some cars had one, others two.
Thank you Bruce for the article.
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Part 2 of the John Cook Technical Series - Chapter 2 of Engine Rebuilding-Mains Babbiting
You may recall from the last TST, how timid I was when looking at the bucket full of engine parts, but,
excited to participate and learn, i.e., while, John and I had only briefly met at our MARCA meetings, so, he
was taking on a lot to teach me (let alone take the time to allow for my pictures), me an unknown. John
has been good to his word and a lot of fun talking me through each step. You'll see by reviewing the
pictures and captions, throughout this series, how good a lifetime experience this has been! John even
gave an additional 2 of hours to review the 300 pictures (engine, transmission, rear-end, brakes, and
frame rebuild/repair) and identify each activity! See the explanatory captions, each includes a brief
description of the activity. This is good stuff!
Future
discussions
include:
Flywheels: Stock,
lightening or V-8;
1. Above: My block with
previous sleeves - My high
hopes for boring only. Below:
freshly removed head.

Why
the
"X"?

Inserts vs babbit See related
picture at right.

4. Above: My bare block,
clean with old babbit
removed. Note, 2 holes per
main to secure the babbit.

7. Left: John is
pouring the
melted lead to
make the babbit.

2. Below: My bare block,
magna-fluxed, ready for
clean-up, boring and
reassembly.

10. Below:
'Corking' babbit to
secure it in place.
5. Above: Lead bars are
melted & poured into molds
to become babbit, a soft
surface to reduce friction.
6. Below: I heat the molds.

3. Below: John having his
favorite, a sugar-free Dr
Pepper, and explaining the
rebuild process. Cool stuff!

Inserts require line boring.
Note: See Steel billet caps.

8. Above: See the
knob left after
mold removed.
Next, see below.

11. Below: John is deburring
the cooled babbit for making
a smooth surface.

9. Above: Snipping
the babbit knob with
hoof pliers.
Left: It took 3
passes,20
thousandths, to
remove high spots.
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Next time, we'll cover 'rod
cap' babbiting and…..
Thank you John!
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Sammy Guthrie's S/W and Arizona Model A, LLC

By Dan Gambill

Besides being Arizona Model A, LLC's owner, parts/customer
service manager and MARCA's Membership Chair, Sammy
Guthrie has a very nice flat firewalled S/W, (restored in only
11 months) he describes as a ‘Driver’ - You will note the tube
shocks, Weber Carb, overflow tank, overdrive stick, 16” radial
tires - All of which was restored in only eleven months. Did
we mention interior? See below. The slanted windshield
brings a modern look to the S/W Town Sedan’s elegant
interior. See also, the quarter windows knob effect of
Sammy Guthrie and his S/W. filling the space below the quarter window.

Above: Note wood grain
garnish, original dome
light & qtr window knob.

Sammy restored his S/W in only 11 months.
Below: Original handles and
rope rail of Mom's S/W.

Above and right: Sammy's
Mom has a S/W TS, too.

Sammy’s other passion is running Arizona Model A, LLC in Chandler, AZ for the past 14 years. He has
developed quite a following. I know a lot of folks who swear by Sammy for his knowledge, experience,
advice and parts. So, while, checking out his S/W and seeing his commitment to Model A’s, I decided to
see what makes him tick and how he has created such a customer base.
I called Sammy, set the appointment for a Sunday afternoon, hoping to find him alone and able to give us
full attention. Well, so much for the best laid plans. Everyday there are folks there working on their A's,
using his facilities, asking his advice, and buying parts. Well, there were
people there as usual, with him working on their
car. Sunday was to be a non-work day, but, for a
guy who’s hobby turned into a business, it is a 7
day a week activity. How does he keep up the
pace? Go there anytime Tues-Sat and the phone
will often ring with people calling from Australia,
New Zealand (biggest 2 non-US customer bases),
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England and Mexico (regular customers), not to mention California or most anywhere in the USA. Out of
town customers represent 70% of his business and his biggest selling item, at 11%, is the Weber
Carburetor, with specially designed intake manifold and linkage for
Model A’s. I’ve heard about when the
second barrel opens up from Roger B.
I asked Sammy what drives him. His
passionate reply, “I like to see Model A’s
put back on the road”. It 's no surprise
having restored his first at 14 - A 1928
CCPU and operating a Model A restoration business while in high school
and college with his cousin Kurt Evenstad. I frequently hear people saying,
“Sammy restored my Model A years ago. He rebuilt the engine,
Weber, intake and linkage. transmission, etc., and it has (list of features) and is still running strong”.
Building on his technical knowledge and experience using different parts from the many suppliers and
knowing the parts company's supply chain, Sammy borrowed money from his folks and started the
business (after college). I asked him why. He said back in 1998, there was limited access
to parts in Phoenix and “Because I use what I sell”, know which supplier has the better
part . I also enjoy helping people get their Model A's back on the road, so, I answer all the
phone calls from people requesting advice/info. He then said, “I just added 528 sq ft to
my original space of 600 sq ft . This adds depth to my parts
inventory”. I was impressed, but, more important are his
used parts - All the out-buildings have original parts!

I asked how his business grows
with no web presence. He says,
"Its all word of mouth". In the beginning, with limited local Model A Parts suppliers, he used to go to all
the National Meets and it just grew from there - now to largely mail order.
I asked him, to whom, he credits his knowledge. He began with his Dad
buying a Model A in 1982 and enjoying that great influence - sharing your
Dad’s hobby. Later, his Dad gave Sammy, at age 12, a 1928 CCPU to restore
He finished by age 14, then began learning from other knowledgeable A’rs.

.

Sammy gives great credit to Albert Nichols, who lived only a mile away. Sammy would ask his Dad to
take him there after school. It sounds as Albert was a patient man, willing to teach those who were
interested. Sammy related how they would sit out under the Pear Shade tree with the parts spread out
on the driveway and Albert talking Sammy through it. Sammy, also credits Fred Laurita with much
training. He explained that Fred lived in a area where the HOA
wouldn’t allow such activity, so, Fred would bring his items over to
Sammy’s folks place to do his A work.
Yes, not only does he have 13 model A and AA’s (4 of which he
drives), Sammy also has four 4-Door A’s, a Standard S/W, Deluxe
S/W, a 1930 Blind Back, and a 1931 coupe he takes to Europe,
Australia, New Zealand and you name it.
What a life!
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Reworking the Front Door Windows of the Slant Windshield Town Sedan
By Bill Gordon
The windows of my 1931 Model 160-B TS’s two front
doors were extremely hard to operate, so stiff that the
original crank handles had split from the forces needed to
raise or lower them. My remedies follow here:
Refer to the 1974 Restorer/Tiny Tips article “Glass and
Regulator Remedies”. That article was written for straight
windshield Model A’s that have wooden door frames. The
S/W doors are different, but, the article is good back ground. Note, Fig. 6, therein, doesn't apply to S/W front
doors - The glass doesn’t navigate a curved door.

Above: Bill’s fine 160-B. Below: Photo 1.
The 1974 article was written for windows with one-swing-arm regulators as
used for most Model A doors. These are shown in Bratton's Antique Auto Parts
catalog, part numbers 31150- 31180. Photo 1 (right) shows the right 160-B
rear door with this type of arm. The single arm regulator exerts side forces that
are absorbed by the felt channels as they guide the glass. The vertical edges of the
glass must be parallel for the felt channels to guide the glass.

The picture at left shows the double-arm
regulator of the S/W front doors. It shows
the arms where they would be with the
window up. The two arms operate through the gears in lockstep to
swing oppositely, raising or lowering the window with minimal
guidance by the felt channels, i.e., with
the S/W, the front door post must also
be slanted, the glass vertical edges are no longer parallel. When the closed
window is opened, the front edge tends to fall out of the door post felt
channel. The fix, the forward felt must be extra wide. New extra-wide
front door felt channels are Bratton part# 31800.
Photo 3 (at right) shows the arms inside the right side door when the
window is open (all the way down). The arms have swung outward and
down like a man lowering both his arms from overhead.
The stiff window operation had to be either the window dragging in its felt
channels, or stiffness in the gear mechanism. After removing the window
and garnish moldings, there is a spacer on the door
post to retain the wide felt channel Bratton part
31701(left ) or 31702(right).

Above: Photo 3.

See Photo 4 (left), shows the right door post. It is
held on 2 sides with four 10-32 screws, 2 staggered
with 2 . Remove them, keeping track of their
lengths, to remove the spacer.
Photo 5 (right) shows the forward felt channel run
at the window opening bottom. Note, the open cut
out-just above the bottom opening-This is the key to
disassembly! I suggest cutting this slot to increase its
upper-end height for much easier window removal.
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Photos 6, 7 and 8 (below and right) show the window removal from the right door. The window is
cranked up from full down, and as it reaches the slot, you force the glass to
come out of the door to emerge through the slot instead of rising in the felt
channel. The glass must be strongly forced out of the felt and into the slot,
like forcing a tire off its rim.
You can see in Photo 6 (right) that the glass is tilting inward from the door,
out of its felt channel path. Glass is transparent and therefore, hard to
photograph, but, Photo 7 (below) shows the glass cranked up above the top
of the door. This can be accomplished only
if it is forced through the door post slot.
The glass is cranked upward until the arms
meet at the center, where the key hole
openings are in the glass bottom-edge
metal channel. This channel can then be
Above: Photo 6. Below: 8.
removed from the arms at the center
keyholes, freeing the window from the
regulator. Photo 8 (right) shows the tips
Above: Photo 7, glass cranked up. of the regulator arms at the bottom
center of the window opening after the window has been removed. The
rear channel felt can be unhooked at the top (pull inward to slide the hook)
to follow the window out of the door. The regulator is held by 6 screws in
a symmetrical pattern, see Photo 8 again. The vise-grip is on the window
crank stub; the open end wrench is on the door latch stub. The door-latch does not need to be
removed to remove the regulator. I found it easier, however, to loosen the door latch screws (three
at the open end wrench, more at the door edge where the latch is) to maneuver the regulator up and
out behind the door latch mechanism.
Photo 9 (left) shows the right window and metal channel after removal.
To ease the window travel in the felt channels, I used thinner glass. Take
the window to a glass shop. Original Model A glass was 1/4" (0.250") nonsafety glass. Modern "quarter inch" safety glass is not 0.250" but is 6 mm
thick, or 0.236". I deemed 0.236" not thin enough and opted for the next
thinner choice, about 5 mm or near 0.200". These thicknesses are available
in laminated safety glass. Thinner glass is not as robust, but, I don't slam
my Model A doors as do crime-fighters on TV, and thinner glass results in less resistance to glass
movement in the felt channels. Make extra-sure to keep right-door parts together and left-door
parts together. The parts are not exact mirror images of each other, see Bratton glass channel parts
31280 & 31290. Also, after the shop copies the glass geometry, make sure they mount the metal
channels exactly where they were 'fore and aft' between the edges. My glass shop couldn't manage to
insert the rubber correctly (use new rubber, Bratton part 31330), confusing inside vs. outside of the
windows. The metal channel flange faces the outside of the door. The rubber lip faces outside, of
course. Write "Outside Right" and Outside Left" on your glass with a Magic Marker and check
everything before you leave the glass shop.
See Photos 10 through 12. Photo 10 ( right) shows
what happened when the glass shop pounded on the
glass channel slots to set the
glass: The slots are bent, caved inward. Photo 11 (Left): I supported the
channels on wood to pound them straight again without pounding on the
glass. I used a hammer and thick chisel to work the slot back to full width.
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Photo 12 (right) shows the straightened slots. Don't
let the glass shop do this wrong: They must pound on
the solid metal edge of the channel. If new metal
channels are needed, see again Bratton parts 31280 (Rt. Fr.) & 290 (Lf. Fr.). Photo 12 also shows where
I 'blended' the sharp corners of the channel to avoid snagging the felt.
With all this work, be sure to use new felt channels. The wide (forward) channel is removed by
pulling the bottom of it downward (inside the door), stretching the channel to unhook it from the
keyhole at the bottom of the vertical metal channel in the door. The bottom of the rear felt unhooks
the same way but is easier because the top has already been unhooked to remove the window. I
inserted the new glass window in the new felt without the regulator to be sure it slid up and down
easily. The window must be removed again to install the regulator.
New double-arm regulators are not available. Only the pinion and
stub shaft are made new, see Bratton parts 31110 through 31130.
The rivets are ground off to replace them. Photo 13 (left) shows the
replaced pinion and stub shaft where the bolt heads were ground
thin, with a flat on one side, to replace
the rivets. Photo 14 (right) shows the
other side of the regulator, where the
Photo 13: Replaced pinion/shaft
nuts and bolt threads also were ground thin and double-staked to lock
them. The gears and bushings were cleaned and lubed with white lithium
grease before re-installing in the door. If you are unlucky and the
regulator needs further restoration, you will have to manufacture your
Photo 14: Ground thin nuts
own parts. I don't know if Bratton spring part 31190 will work or not.
The front door windows are reasonably free now although not like a
more modern car with tape-driven manual-crank windows. I suggest not
using them too often, just find a position slightly open for ventilation and
leave them there. Don't push them hard against the top rubber strip
unless it is raining. Consider using the windshield tilt-out for changing
the interior airflow.
Bill Gordon

Ronald and Sandra Stock's 1929 Murray 155-A TS
Back on Oct ober31, 2011, when
joining, Ronald sent in 3 nice pictures
of 155-A that they have had for over
38 years! Ronald included a note
stating it is "fairly original and the car
was sprayed with some sort of black
stuff, when we got it. So, I painted it
with new colors a 1973 Ford car. The
car was black
originally".
It is quite a TS.
Easy to see why they've had it 38 years!
Thank you Ronald, for your pictures and note and especially,
for rejoining the club.
They were previous TSC members!
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Pomona Valley Model A Ford March 2012 Meet
Lisa and I had the opportunity to attend the annual meet in Laughlin, NV. It was an opportunity to meet
more Town Sedan owners, promote the club and get pictures for future TST's. We saw five TS's, two
1930 Briggs 155-D's and three S/W's. Space allows pictorials of only 4.
The folks were kind to describe their TS's features, adventures and allowed our taking of many pictures.
One was recently restored and 2 had been on many trips around the world-Terrific stories with their TS!

Above and below: Fred Slikker and
his S/W - It has many nice features.
Note names on door-2nd pic below.

Above: Jerry and Anita Austin with
their 1930 155-D 'Clyde'.
Anita shared some stories of their
many trips and adventures! Wow!

Above: Walt and Carla
Hibbard and their S/W. A
Murray with the 'MB'
inside the rear fender.
Below: Front seat has pin
release for reclining.
Note, wood-grain garnish.

Below: Notice Fred's wife's name,
'Donna' on the passenger door.

The Austin's Town Sedan Club cap!
Right:
Anita was
such a
gracious
host!
Thank you, Anita.
Left: Nice detail work.
Pin stripe looks good, too.

Right:
Walt
is a
great

guy!

Below: Ken Thomas' restored 155-D.

Left: "The
TSC is
dedicated
to the
preservation of
the
Model A
Ford
Town
Sedan..."
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wait 10 min., then spray with
water to wash away the paint top
layer and neutralize the stripper"

Mail from the Keri Keen Trunk
By Dan Gambill
Many have asked about woodgraining the dashrails and
mouldings:

Below are some of key points:

It covers Mahogany woodgrain,
Since information is available in
multiple locations, I started with not Walnut - Judging Standards
my MARC and MAFCA references. on pages 12-11 state available
late 1929 for the 155-A.
I first looked thru my Model A
The article has a picture of the
News Cumulative Index, 1961original wood-grain from a 1931
2003 copy and found an article
Victoria’s. Bill's caption reads,
listed for the May-June 1965
"...shows simulated annual rings
issue on pages 12-13.
which are not really very
Next, I went to MAFCA’s website pronounced in true Mahogany,
but, Ford pattern had them.”
and found they had indexes online for the ‘Restorer’. I found in
Both the Bill Reeder article and
Volume 1, a reference to Bill
FordBarn.com forum thread,
Reeder’s article: May-Jun 1967,
describe a procedure to strip a
pp 9-11.
layer of paint off the mouldings,
Once again, I didn’t have that far in the event yours are repainted
back - I have many issues of both as our 155-A’s were repainted
silver color. I can’t wait to try
the Model A News and Restorer
this - Bill says to “Lay a thin coat
from Bill Alanen, Werner
Langenbach and Vern Schwabke of paint remover and wipe it
gently off as soon as you see
- I don’t have either publication
some small paint blisters form.
for 1967 and prior.
This will take off just one layer
If anyone wishes to donate,
of old paint at a time.” Bill
please, let me know.
suggested this technique to
Fortunately, MAFCA’s website,
leave the original wood-grain as
has the cumulative index to their an example to follow.
“How to Restore Model A” (past
The FordBarn.com forum thread
Restorer articles) and found the
writer suggested a similar
1967 Bill Reeder article to be in
procedure, “spray stripper and
Volume 2 - I have Volume 2!!

I also found on abarnyard.com,
an article describing woodgraining as a 3 step process, with
the first, applying a base of
reddish brown pyroxylin lacquer,
second, applying dark colored
ink and the third, application of
clear pyroxylin. It mentions,
Ford used grain applied with a
gum roller (I also saw similar on
woodgraining.com). The article
mentions earlier models had the
ink grain applied by hand.
The Bill Reed article mentions
the base coat color to be “new
medium tan shoe leather”, he
called “rust color”.
Bill describes the graining paint
to be 3 parts flat black enamel, 3
parts gloss or semi-gloss brown
enamel & 1 part boiled linseed
oil. He suggests using an old/
cheap 1 inch brush & trimming
the bristles at irregular lengths.
Last, Bill says to put together, 3-4
toothpicks, as a brush to make
short scratching strokes.
The FordBarn writer suggested
burgundy paint for the walnut.
Both suggested, it requires lots of
experimentation…
I hope this helps.

CLASSIFIEDS - Want to Buy
Horn - EA-C1.
My May 5, 1929 Canadian Murray 155-A needs:
Valve Stem Hardware - 5 Canadian Schraders.
Cowl lights - Original nickel with brass arms.
Water Pump - Eureka Planter, 10EP.
Fender lamps w/related switch - Original nickel
Please contact: Dan Gambill
acorn-shaped with fluted lens.
Email: dagambill@q.com or
Radiator Shell - Late 1928 style original nickel.
Phone: 520-421-1108 before 7 pm, MST.
Radiator Shroud - Original metal.
Front Fender - Original 1929 driver’s side-welled.
Bumper Clamps - Original Canadian smooth style TS for Sale: If you have or know of a TS for sale,
with no Bolt thru the plate, but, a Stud is off the back. please let Dan G know - We often receive inquiries.
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From the Feb. 1972 issue of the 1929 Town Sedan Times - An article by Steve Lehto
“A FEW TOWN SEDAN FACTS”
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From: Dan Gambill, President
Model A Ford Town Sedan Club
3830 N Kootenai Ct
Casa Grande, AZ 85122

To:

Spring 2012 Town Sedan Times
The award winning publication of the Model A Ford Town Sedan Club
Dedicated to the Preservation of the Model A Ford Town Sedan

